• Current Shuttle/International Space Station (ISS) rendezvous procedures require high levels of human involvement (i.e. low Levels of Automation (LOA))
• Future missions to the moon and Mars will require higher LOA for these tasks
• NASA's current development of the Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV) calls for higher levels of automation, particularly for rendezvous and docking functions.
What is FLOAAT?
• FLOAAT was developed to determine the appropriate Levels of Autonomy and Automation (LOAAs) for functions (tasks) performed in human spaceflight applications.
-Level of Automation = human vs. computer authority -Level of Autonomy = ground vs. onboard authority • It is a survey based tool that requires respondents to address issues associated with automation and autonomy.
• The results of the process are recommended LOAA numbers for each function evaluated.
• These numbers correspond to the FLOAAT Level of Autonomy and Automation (LOAA) Scales (shown on the next page).
-Note: The focus of this research is to help automate the decision-making process. Therefore, the question of Autonomy (ground vs. onboard) will be omitted.
Level
Observe Orient Decide Act 8
The computer is responsible for gathering and filtering data without displaying any information to the human.
The computer overlays predictions with analysis and interprets data for a result that is not displayed to the human.
The computer performs the final ranking task, and does not display the result to the human.
The computer executes the decision and does not allow any human interaction.
7
The computer is responsible for gathering and filtering data without displaying any information to the human. Though, a "program status indicator" is displayed.
The computer overlays predictions with analysis and interprets data for a result which is only displayed to the human if result fits programmed context (context dependant summaries).
The computer performs the final ranking task and displays a reduced set of ranked options without displaying "why" the decision was made to the human.
The computer executes the decision and only informs the human if required by context. The human is given override ability after execution when physically possible.
6
The computer is responsible for gathering, filtering, and prioritizing information displayed to the human.
The computer overlays predictions with analysis and interprets the data. The human is shown all results for potential override.
The computer performs the ranking task and displays a reduced set of ranked options while displaying "why" the decision was made to the human.
The computer executes the decision, informs the human, and allows for override ability after execution when physically possible. In the event of a contingency, the human can independently execute the decision.
5
The computer is responsible for gathering and displaying unprioritized information for the human. The computer filters out the unhighlighted data for the human to monitor.
The computer overlays predictions with analysis and interprets data. The human is the backup for interpreting data.
The computer performs the ranking task. All results, including "why" the decision was made, are displayed to the human.
The computer allows the human a context-dependant time-to-veto before executing the decision. In the event of a contingency, the human can independently execute the decision.
4
The computer is responsible for gathering and displaying unfiltered, unprioritized information for the human. The computer highlights the relevant non-prioritized information for the human to monitor.
The computer is the prime source for analyzing data and making predictions as a trusted calculator. The human is the prime source for interpreting data.
Both the human and the computer perform the ranking task, the results from the computer are considered prime.
The computer allows the human a preprogrammed time-to-veto before executing the decision. In the event of a contingency, the human can independently execute the decision.
3
The computer is responsible for gathering and displaying unfiltered, unhighlighted, and unprioritized information for the human. The human is the prime monitor for all information with computer backup.
The computer is the prime source for analyzing data and making predictions with human checks of the calculations. The human is the only source for interpreting data.
Both the human and the computer perform the ranking task, the results from the human are considered prime.
The computer executes the decision after human grants authority-to-proceed.
In the event of a contingency, the human can independently execute the decision.
2
The human is the prime source for gathering and monitoring data, with computer backup.
The human is the prime source for analyzing data and making predictions, with computer verification when needed. The human is the only source for interpreting data.
The human is the only source for performing the ranking task, but the computer can be used as a tool for assistance.
The human is the prime source for executing the decision, with computer backup for contingencies (e.g. deconditioned humans).
1
The human is the only source for gathering and monitoring (defined as filtering, prioritizing and understanding) data.
The human is the only source for analyzing data, making predictions, and interpreting data.
The human is the only source for performing the ranking task.
The human is the only source for executing the decision.
*Humans still have access to data at the highest Levels of Automation, but it is not displayed by default 
TIG-slip Planning (NC burn example)
Inertial TIG Slip, execute the planned burn X minutes late (This example ~ 2 minutes) TIG slip allows for a burn to occur late within a certain "TIGslip limit", e.g. do not execute burn past TIG + 3 minutes LVLH TIG Slip, execute the planned ∆v's but compute new body fixed "vgo's" in the LVLH frame (This example ~ 1 minute) OODA Type: Decide
TIG-Slip-Method Comparison
•"Rendezvous is not a highly automated flight phase…" [1] Selection of Fuzzy Logic for Prototyping Rationale: After determining an alternate plan, the system must determine whether it is appropriate to switch to this plan. This requirement allows for the possibility that humans would be involved in determining whether to switch from the previous plan to an alternative plan.
Potential Implementation: If the current plan does not meet rendezvous objectives and constraints, and an alternate plan does meet them, switch to the alternate plan.
OODA Type: Decide

Automation Level
Automation Reference Autonomy Level Autonomy Reference
2
The FDO and the Prop officer are responsible for deciding if a change to the current plan is necessary. This may include using a computer as a tool, but not as a partner in the decision process.
1 This is only performed on the ground during the Rendezvous Flight Phase.
Automation Level Automation Reference Autonomy Level Autonomy Reference
6
The human should be shown why the highest ranked option was chosen.
CTS0300H The CTS shall provide autonomous operations linked to the mission phase and function with an objective of autonomous operations throughout the mission. Rationale : A 3 CTS0300H The CTS shall provide autonomous operations linked to the mission phase and function with an objective of autonomous operations throughout the mission.
From: FLOAAT RPOD Functional Requirements Document Baseline Version
Current Shuttle/ISS RPOD Reference
CEV/EDS RPOD as Described in the Level 1 Documents Reference
Rendezvous
Trajectory Maintenance [2] 
